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I was wanting a bicycle stand for my two
bicycles. I could have bought one of the
traditional stands that attaches to the wall, but I
wanted something more unique. Being able to
weld, I decided I wanted something whimsical
but functional. This chapter shows the bicycle
stand that I made. It provides numerous
pictures and sketches plus overall dimensions
and material sizes that I used to make the
bicycle stand. You will need to sketch your
own patterns on paper. When you finally have
a pattern that you like, you can use it to cut the
steel plates out.
The bicycle stand does adequately support two
lightweight bicycles, but if you have kids that
like to climb, you will need to modify the plans
to compensate for the additional weight. I also
tend to use the material that I have in my garage,
so you will notice that I used ¼” plate for a
majority of the bicycle stand. You can always
substitute other material based on your own
preference and available material, and if you do
not like something, feel free to change it.
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I will start out with describing how to
make the head.

Front View of Head

Back View of Head
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v PLATE

4HE BACK PLATE WAS SIZED
AFTER THE TOP AND BOTTOM
PLATES WERE BENT

v PLATE

Exploded View of Head
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Top and Bottom Plate of Head

The eyes are 1 1/8” diameter
steel rod cut to match the
angle of the head’s top plate.
I have also used a steel pipe
with a plate welded to the end
of the pipe.
The end of the rod is
grounded to a round shape.

Weld Joint
Grounded Smooth
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The eye glasses are made out
of 3/8” diameter steel rod.

Additional vertical welds to
help hide the joints in the
sheet metal.

18 gauge sheet metal was used
to cover the gap between the
head and the lower body. Poster
paper was used to determine the
pattern sizes of each individual
pieces of sheet metal.

A weld joint between two
pieces of sheet metal.

Under the 18 gauge sheet
metal, there are 3/8” diameter
steel rods welded between the
head and the lower body. The
steel rods are to ensure the
head cannot be separated from
the body.

Front View of the Neck
Supporting the Head

18 gauge sheet metal is used to cover
the gap between the head and the
lower body.

Back View of the Neck
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The 1/4” plates under the arms are
to provide additional strength and
stiffness

The front portion of the body are
the welding coupons used for
certifying welders. I have also
include a picture another project
where I used 3/8” x 1” steel bar

Front View of the Body

Another project where I used
3/8” x 1” steel bars for the front
portion of the body.

Front View of Another Project
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The sides of the body are 3/16”
steel plates.
The legs are made of 1 1/4” diameter
standard black pipe. The feet are
solid 1/2” diameter steel rods.

1/4” stiffener plate to help
support the tail.

Rear View of the Body
The 3/4” diameter pipe was flatten and the
three 1/2” steel rods were welded to the
pipe.

The arms are 3/4” extra heavy black
pipe.

View of the Hand
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Top View of Body
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Side Elevation of the Body

18 gauge sheet metal was used
to enclosed the bottom portion
of the body. Poster paper was
used to determine the size of each
individual piece.

View of the Bottom Portion of the Body
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The wings are made using
1/4” steel plate.
The tail starts out as 3/4” diameter black
pipe and transition to 3/4” diameter steel
rod. The transition continues through 5/8”
diameter to 1/2” diameter to 3/8” diameter
steel rods.
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Back View of the Wings and Tail

Locations where the wings were bent.

Side View of the Wings
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A bolted connection was used to
attached the upper rail support. It
is possible to eliminate the bolted
connection by welding.

View of Upper Rail Connection

The 1/4” plate is used to stiffen
the arm supporting the upper rail.
In retrospect, I would
recommend extending the
1/4” plate all the way to the
rail support to add additional
stiffness to the connection.
Warning - It is best to wait until
the end to weld the steel plate.
This will allow you the option to
bend the arm if you need to make
any final adjustments

Top View of the Upper Rail Connection
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1/8”x 1”x 2” steel end
cap was welded to the
end of the tube steel

3/8” x 1” x 2” steel bar
1/8” x 1 1/2” steel bars
on both sides

2” x 1” rectangular
steel tube
1/4” x 2” x 5 1/2” steel bar
with two 1/2” diameter bolts
used to hold the connection
together.

Isometric View of the Upper Bolted Connection
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Verify that you have sufficient space for your Bicycle

1/4” x 12” x 14” steel plate. The
actual size will be dependent on the
distance between the two feet.

The ladder was made using 3/8”
diameter steel rods. The ladder
effectively increases the base support width. Without the ladder,
the center 2” x 2” square tube was
too flexible.
2” x 2” x ⅛” steel tube. When you
are determining the length of the steel
tube, make sure you have sufficient
space for your bicycles to fit between
the support rails and the room ceiling.

Overall View of the Support
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3/4”x 3/4” solid steel
bar is welded to the
base plate. The 5/16”
base plate was a little
too flexible so the
steel bar was added to
increase the plate stiffness.

Openings left to
install nuts for the
bolted connection.

The base plate is 5/16” x 18” x 21” steel
plate. If you have kids, you may want to
increase the width of the plate to reduce the
risk of the bike stand from falling over.

View of the Base and the Bottom Bolted Connection
3/8” x 1” x 2” steel bar
1/8” x 1 1/2” steel bar

2” x 1” rectangular
steel tube.

1/4” x 3” x 8” steel plate with two
1/2” diameter bolts

1/4” x 2” x 8” steel bar with
two holes for the 1/2” diameter
bolts.

1/8” x 1” x 2”
steel cap welded
to the end of the
tube steel.
1/8” x 1 1/2” steel bar around the
perimeter with two openings for
the bolted connection

Isometric View of the Bottom Bolted Connection
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1/8” x 1 1/2” steel bars on
both sides

1/8” x 1” x 2” steel end
cap is welded to the end
of the tube steel
2” x 1” rectangular steel
tube
3” x 3” x 1/4” angle
I made the bicycle stand in 1998 so
the paint is starting to show some
wear.

End Support of the Bottom Rail

My new mountain bike tires are difficult
to fit within the rail support. You may
want to verify your tire sizes and make
the necessary modifications. I plan to
eventually replace the current tires with
ones with a narrower profile similar to my
old mountain bike.
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You may need to adjust the
radius of the steel rod to
accommodate the width of
your bicycle tire.

7“

3 1/2”

Radius = 1”

1/2” Diameter
Steel rod

Tire Support
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